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Abstract

What are the consequences of widespread ESG-based portfolio exclusions on the
expected returns of firms subject to exclusion? We consider two possible theoretical ex-
planations. 1) Short-term price pressure around the exclusions leading to correction of
mispricing going forward. 2) Long term changes in required returns. We use the exclu-
sions of Norwegian Government Pension Fund Global (GPFG –“The Oil Fund”) to
investigate. GPFG is the world’s largest SWF, and its ESG decisions are used as a model
for many institutional investors. We construct various portfolios representing the GPFG
exclusions. We find that these portfolios have significant superior performance (alpha)
relative to a Fama-French five factor model. The sheer magnitude of these excess returns
(5% in annual terms) leads us to conclude that short-term price pressure can not be the
only explanation for our results, the excluded firms expected returns must be higher in
the longer term.
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JEL Codes: G10; G20

Introduction

“Sustainability concerns” may be a good way to characterize recent trends in society, concerns
which have spread to financial markets. In the investment community, the early term “Socially
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Responsible Investing” has been replaced with the current concern with “ESG-aware invest-
ing,” where ESG is concerned with environmental, social and governance considerations of
a firm’s decisions. This practitioner interest has been followed by academic interest. Most of
the academic work is empirical, looking for links between ESG characteristics and company
performance. This literature has grown so quickly that a recent survey (Coqueret, 2021) lists
10 meta studies of the issue, the last of which (Whelan et al., 2021) surveyed over 1,000 studies
produced in the period 2015–2020. There is no clear conclusion from these studies.

Much of the empirical work on ESG does not really discuss why the focus on ESG, and the
removal of part of a stock’s potential investors through exclusion, should induce differences
in expected returns. Intuitively, exclusions should reduce the feasible set of investment port-
folios, worsening the risk/return trade-off.1 We are, however, seeing an emergent theoretical
literature on the equilibrium consequences of ESG concerns. Pástor et al. (2021) and Peder-
sen et al. (2021) are the best known examples. Key to these and related models is that investors
have preferences over both the monetary return from an investment, and investments’ ESG
characteristics. For example, investors can feel satisfaction in not supporting gun violence
through ownership of gun manufacturers (negative screening). On the other hand, investors
may want to support clean energy generation, and get an extra utility from investing in such
energy companies. These models support differences in expected returns depending on the
ESG characteristics of a stock. Pástor et al. (2021) argues that expected returns is decreasing
in ESG quality. The model of Pedersen et al. (2021) has similar implications, but less clear
cut predictions, as the equilibrium depends on the relative proportions of different types of
investors, and one can end up with both higher and lower expected returns for high quality
ESG stocks. An alternative interpretation of these effects is provided by Cornell (2021), who
view high returns for high quality ESG firms as a transitory phenomenon due to changing
preferences affecting costs of capital.

These theoretical models predict ESG-related differences in long term expected returns.
An alternative explanation of return differences is more concerned with short-term effects.
Company exclusions tend to be clustered in time, either by the example of an exclusion by
e.g. the GPFG being followed by competing funds or by news about a company leading to
a reassessment of ESG quality. For either of these reasons, we may see many institutional

1Indeed, this kind of reasoning was behind some of the early empirical work on “sin” stocks (Hong and
Kacperczyk, 2009; Chava, 2014), which found evidence of superior returns for industries typically excluded by
ESG screens (tobacco, weapons).
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investors selling their stakes simultaneously, leading to a negative price pressure on the stock.
If the expected cash flows of the firms are unchanged, this is temporary mispricing expected
to be reversed. Such reversals will lead to higher returns going forward. In our analysis, we will
consider these two explanations (changes in long term expected return versus short-horizon
price pressure effects).

In this paper we look at the exclusion issue using data from Norway’s Government Pen-
sion Fund Global (GPFG – “The Oil Fund”). GPFG is the world’s largest SWF, with an
equity portfolio valued at one trillion USD at the end of 2021. The GPFG ESG decisions are
used as a model for many institutional investors. The GPFG has followed a policy of excluding
stocks using on an expanding set of ESG criteria, starting with exclusions based on production
of cluster ammunition and nuclear armaments. We consider the list of the GPFG’s exclusions
a list of “low quality ESG” companies. We construct various portfolios representing these ex-
cluded stocks and measure the (abnormal) performance of these portfolios. The portfolios
are constructed for all excluded stocks, also for separate reasons for exclusion, for example we
distinguish product-based exclusions and conduct-based exclusions.

We measure performance as alpha relative to the global five factor model of Fama and
French (2017), and find significantly positive alphas for most variations we investigate. For
example, the equally weighted portfolio of all excluded stocks has a statistically significant
alpha of almost 5% (in annual terms). An estimation for the US part of the exclusion portfolio
has an even higher alpha (5.7% in annual terms).

These magnitudes lead to us conclude that the long term expected returns of excluded
firms must have increased. Any short term price pressure can not lead to return effects of this
magnitude. In fact, there are extant event study evidence (Atta-Darkua, 2020; Eriksen et al.,
2020) that puts the short term reaction to the GPFG’s exclusion announcements at around
1.5%. We, therefore, conclude that much of the estimated alpha is due to changes in long term
expected returns.

One way to interpret the results is to think in terms of the equilibrium cost of capital.
Firms with such a bad ESG rating that they are excluded from the GPFG may be facing an
uphill struggle in raising capital for new investments. They therefore have to offer higher re-
turns to the investors willing to “dirty their hands” by providing capital. From society’s point
of view, this is a good thing, the higher capital cost will actively discourage investment in low
rated ESG projects, as fewer projects will be able to sustain such high returns.

The structure of the paper is as follows. We first, in Section 1 give an overview of the is-
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sues and discuss the literature before giving some background on the Norwegian Government
Pension Fund Global (GPFG) in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the data sources and gives some
summary statistics. Section 4 contains the result, describing the returns of the exclusion port-
folios, and tests for significance. We finally offer a short conclusion. A separate Appendix
provides some additional analysis.

1 Literature

We are looking at the equity investment decisions by institutional investors, how they are af-
fected by environmental, social, and governance (ESG) considerations, and the equilibrium
implications for stock returns. While the concept of ethical investing has a long history (Liang
and Renneboog, 2017), it is in the last fifteen years or so that the ESG viewpoint has moved
to the forefront. Mutual funds marketed as “socially responsible” and “sustainable” has seen
large inflows, to the extent that today, one third of U.S. assets under management are subject
to a sustainable investment strategy (SIF, 2020). Regulation is also a driver of the increased
ESG focus. The best known example is the EU introduction of a taxonomy of sustainable
activities.

From the large institutional investors point of view, ESG considerations will affect all of
their portfolio decisions. The investors investment universe needs ranking in the ESG dimen-
sion, which will affect over- and under-weighting decisions. For low ESG ranked stocks, an
institutional investor will react by either dialogue or divestment. The most common reaction
from institutional investors is dialogue, either directly or through voting at the annual meet-
ing. Institutional investors argue that dialogue is a better way of achieving change. There is
also research pointing to the value effect of dialogue (Lewellen and Lewellen, 2022).

Exclusion is chosen in only a minority of cases and is viewed as a reaction of last resort.
Even if it is a last resort, the number of stocks seeing widespread exclusions is increasing. We
will discuss the causes of exclusions in the context of the oil fund, let us instead discuss some
theoretical aspects of exclusions and ESG rankings.

To simplify the discussion, let us label as “green” the stocks with high quality ESG ranking
and as “brown” those with low quality ESG ratings. The intuitive argument of Pástor et al.
(2021) is that when there is a subset of investors that gets utility from green stocks beyond the
pure monetary return, green stocks can sustain lower returns, which provides the prediction
that brown stocks will have higher expected returns than green stocks. There is, however, a
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tradeoff here. The higher expected returns for brown firms also mean that costs of capital
for these firms are higher. Thus, when financing new investments, the brown firms will face
a steeper hurdle rate than green firms. These brown firms will then have an incentive to be-
come greener to access cheaper capital. In equilibrium, this will be a true tradeoff, and future
investments will be greener.2 This tradeoff is behind the ambiguity in theoretical predictions.
For example, the more ambiguous results of Pedersen et al. (2021).3 The theory thus leaves the
field open for some empirical input to the debate, which we aim to provide.

We are, however, not the first to provide such empirical evidence. Let us discuss some
of the relevant literature. One strand of the research literature concerns what is called “sin
stocks,” which looks at the stock returns of industries such as gambling. Studies such as Hong
and Kacperczyk (2009), Chava (2014), and Bolton and Kacperczyk (2021), among others, find
evidence that sin stocks outperform comparable stocks. Specifically, Hong and Kacperczyk
(2009) show that sin stocks, which in their study are stocks involved in producing alcohol,
tobacco and gambling, have significantly positive abnormal returns based on both a Fama-
French four-factor model (Fama and French, 1996; Carhart, 1997), and a cross-sectional re-
gressions analysis (Fama and MacBeth, 1973). In a similar vein, Chava (2014) looks at the ef-
fects of environmental concerns and argues that the stocks excluded by environmental screens
have higher cost of capital and higher expected returns. More recently, Bolton and Kacperczyk
(2021), find evidence that stocks with higher carbon emissions (both in terms of levels and in-
novations) earn higher returns. However, mixed evidence of such “sin” return differences is
reported by other studies. For example, while Fabozzi et al. (2008) examines 21 countries and
show that sin stocks significantly outperform in 19 and mildly underperform in 2 countries,
Blitz and Fabozzi (2017) revisit the sin anomaly and show that the alpha estimates become
economically small and statistically insignificant after controlling for the five Fama-French
factors. Outside of the US, Durand et al. (2013) find that sin stocks significantly underper-
form in seven Pacific-basin markets. Overall, the evidence for the existence of a sin premium
is still ambiguous.

We are also not the first to use the exclusions of the Norwegian GPFG as objects of study.
These existing studies can be grouped by the question they ask. First, two recent studies, Atta-
Darkua (2020) and Eriksen et al. (2020) looks at the short-term price reactions to exclusion

2Note that this opportunity to finance green projects cheaper provides an incentive for “green-washing” by
misrepresenting the green credentials of projects.

3This theoretical tradeoff is understood by institutional investors, as evidence of this we point to a summary
of these theoretical models in a working paper from the GPFG (NBIM, 2021b).
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announcements by the oil fund (i.e. these are event studies). In both cases they estimate neg-
ative announcement price effects. Second, several papers look beyond the immediate market
reaction and investigate the returns of the stocks excluded by the GPFG. Beck and Fidora
(2008) and Dewenter et al. (2010) were early studies. More recent is Hoepner and Schopohl
(2018), which analyze the exclusions from the GPFG and the Swedish AP-funds. They find
no significant return differences relative to the funds’ benchmark portfolios. Their focus on
the portfolios’ long-term performance is similar to ours, but we employ a longer sample and
different empirical methods. We will return to these studies after we present our results, point
out differences, and relate these studies’ results to ours.

2 The oil fund and the fund’s exclusions

In this section we provide some background information on Norway’s GPFG, and the fund’s
evolving ESG and exclusion policies.4

The purpose of the fund is to manage Norway’s considerable resource wealth stemming
from the oil industry. The fund is an attempt to avoid the consequences of the “resource
curse” — the adverse effects of a sudden increase in natural resource wealth (Ross, 1999). Ef-
fectively, the fund translates the oil and gas in the North Sea into a well-diversified financial
portfolio invested outside of Norway to avoid overheating the Norwegian economy. The first
oil revenues were transferred into the fund in 1996. Initially, the fund invested in treasury se-
curities, but it was soon realized that the size of the revenues channelled into the fund would
make it necessary to diversify the asset mix. In 1998 the funds’ portfolio was split into 40%
equity and 60% fixed income securities. The equity fraction has since increased to its current
level of 70%, and several other asset classes, such as real estate and infrastructure investments,
have been added. At the end of 2021, the fund’s market value was 12,340 billion NOK (NBIM,
2021a).

In our discussion, we will concentrate on the equity part of the portfolio. The equity part
of the GPFG was valued at 8,878 billion NOK (1,014 billion USD) at yearend 2021. At the
time, the fund’s portfolio contained 9,338 stocks across 65 countries.

The fund is managed by Norges Bank (the central bank of Norway) on behalf of Nor-
4For more information we refer to NBIM’s recent survey of their ESG history (NBIM, 2020). For more aca-

demic views of the fund, we refer to Chambers et al. (2012, 2021) and the evaluations of the fund’s performance:
Ang et al. (2009), Ang et al. (2014) Dahlquist and Ødegaard (2018) and Bauer et al. (2022).
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way’s Ministry of Finance (which is instructed by the Norwegian Parliament). The fund can
thus be viewed as being owned by the people of Norway. The Ministry attempts hands-off
management of the fund by limiting instructions to an investment mandate (Ministry of Fi-
nance, 2021). For our purposes, the most important part of this mandate is that the Ministry of
Finance specifies a target portfolio, a weighted average of the developed worlds stock markets,
close to a world portfolio, together with a maximal allowable tracking error (the difference be-
tween the return of the target portfolio and the GPFG portfolio). This construction ensures
that the fund should be thought of as a “near index fund”5 The mandate by the Ministry in-
structs the fund to have an active strategy that attempts to achieve returns above those of the
target portfolio within specific risk limits.

Exclusions of companies from the fund’s equity universe will lead to tracking error and are
thus a cost for the GPFG. Exclusions still happen, though, and are the subject of this article.
To understand where exclusions are coming from it is useful to consider some political issues.
By adding equities to the GPFG asset mix, the Norwegian Parliament effectively became part-
owners of thousands of companies world-wide. As an owner, one is arguably party to the
actions of companies one owns. This can quickly become a political issue.

The first ethically motivated exclusion took place in 2002 of Singapore Tech, a producer
of anti-personnel mines (Ministry of Finance, 2002). The first specific mention of Singapore
Tech was raised in a discussion in the Parliament in 2001 by human rights organizations and
Christian democratic and social-democratic political parties. Singapore Tech was the only
company mentioned by name, but the broader discussion raised the question of a need to
ensure ethical guidelines for the fund’s investments. Up until then, the fund had no ethical
guidelines impacting investment strategies. The question in 2001 was whether the investment
in Singapore Tech was a direct breach of Norway’s obligations towards human rights.

In the autumn of 2002, the Norwegian government appointed a public committee to
propose ethical guidelines for the fund. The report concludes that although the question of
participation raises difficult questions, the committee assumes that owning shares or bonds in
a company that can be expected to commit gross unethical acts can be considered as complicity
in these actions (Graver et al., 2003). In the revised national budget of 2004, ethical guidelines
were established aligned with the recommendations in the report.

The Council on Ethics was established 19. November 2004. Its primary function is to
5Using standard classifications of mutual funds, (Dahlquist and Ødegaard, 2018, pg 91) shows that the

GPFG’s active share is so low that it would be classified as an index fund.
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advise the Norges Bank on the observation and exclusion of companies from the fund. The
ethical guidelines are determined by the Ministry of Finance and contain both product-based
exclusions (currently including tobacco, cannabis, certain types of weapons, and coal), and
conduct-based exclusions (currently including human rights abuses, environmental damage,
unacceptable levels of greenhouse gas emissions, corruption, sale of weapons to specific states)
(Etikkrådet (Council of Ethics), 2005). The threshold for exclusion is high. Only companies
representing an unacceptable high future ethical risk to the fund are excluded. Notably, the
opportunity to exercise ownership rights instead of exclusion could be a more suitable alterna-
tive to reduce the risk of continued norm violations. Thereby, the action to exclude is founded
upon a discussion with the Fund (Ministry of Finance, 2021). The Ethical Council publishes
their announcement after Norges Bank has agreed. The process provides the fund time to
divest before the information is official and avoids unnecessary market movements during the
divestment period.6 Through continued dialogue with the excluded firms, the Ethical Coun-
cil can revoke the decision to exclude in the event of a change in operations for the excluded
company.

The ethical guidelines were again revised in 2020 (Mestad et al., 2020). Based on their
conclusions and the fund’s response, the general consensus is that the guidelines have served
their purpose (Norges Bank, 2020). Particularly the fund highlights that the ethical guidelines
serve to reduce non-financial risk, as this type of risk cannot be diversified away. The revision
suggests a further broadening of the exclusion criteria to reflect the developments in the last
15 years. An example is the inclusion of deadly autonomous weapons. Some discussions in
the report and the answer from the fund are interesting. The report suggests the inclusion
of a new criterion for excluding companies that sell military equipment to states that use this
for serious and systematic violations of humanitarian law. Whereas Norges Bank agrees with
the sentiment of the request, they highlight that the fund does not exclude countries but
companies. Thereby, there must be broad and conclusive company evidence for such actions
to make the guidelines effective. Otherwise, this type of exclusion will be based on foreign
politics rather than individual company actions.

6The time frame Norges Bank has had to implement their selloff has varied. An early mandate for the ethical
council (Etikkrådet (Council of Ethics), 2006, pg 9) explicitly gave Norges Bank two months to sell their stake
before the exclusion was announced. This mention of an explicit time is no longer in the more recent mandates, it
is now just specifying that the ethical council will make their announcement after Norges Bank’s announcement
of the divestiture — which clearly means the fund has ample opportunity to sell their stake before anything is
public.
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In addition to exclusions made by the Ethical Counsel, the fund conducts its own risk-
based divestments NBIM (2020). These are divestments based on the fund ESG risk manage-
ment. Risk-based divestments are not published, but the underpinnings of such decisions are
transparent. These divestments will not be analyzed in our study.

3 Data and methods

The prime source of data is announcements from the Ethical council and GPFG. From these
announcements we construct a history of companies excluded, with the key dates those of the
GPFG news release. Throughout the 2005-2022 period, a total of 189 companies have been
excluded for shorter or longer time periods. In Table 1 we break down the official reasons for
exclusion. The majority of exclusion justifications are product-based, with production of coal
the majority of these. The excluded stocks are distributed across 33 countries. The country
with the largest number of exclusions is the US, with 52 exclusions. The next are China and
India, with 16 and 13 exclusions, respectively.7

For the identified companies we gather stock market data from Refinitiv, daily prices and
shares outstanding. We also gather exchange rates, from Yahoo Finance. Of the 189 excluded
companies, we are able to match 186 stocks with Refinitiv data. Table 2 gives an overview of
the sample. We note that of the 189 excluded firms, 26 have had their exclusion revoked, and
again been allowed to enter the GPFG portfolio. Note that the 189 firms is a very small number
compared to the fund’s investment universe, where the fund had almost 10 thousand different
companies in their portfolio at yearend 2021. Exclusion is truly an exceptional reaction.

In Figure 1 we give an overview of the exclusions over time. As the figure shows, the num-
ber of exclusions have been gradual, with an exception of 2014. That is the year when the
Fund introduces production or use of coal as a separate product-based exclusion reason. This
coal-based exclusion is a bit special, in the sense that it was decided upon by the Fund, and
only later ratified by the Ministry as an official reason for exclusion.

The basis for our analysis is monthly returns. In addition to the returns we calculate mar-
ket capitalizations as the product of shares outstanding and closing prices. All returns and
market capitalizations are denominated in dollars (USD). From these returns we construct
portfolio returns. For each portfolio, a stock enter the portfolio the month after the company
has been excluded. If an exclusion is revoked, the stock leave the portfolio at the end of the

7See Appendix ?? for detailed breakdowns by country, industry and year.
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Table 1: Reasons for exclusions

Overview of the reasons for exclusions in the period 2005–2022. The reasons are grouped into two major reasons, conduct and product
based. Data from the Ethical Council and GPFG.

Exclusion reasons Events

Conduct 66
Environmental damage 28
Individuals’ rights in war or conflict 11
Violation of human rights 12
Environmental damage / Violation of human rights 4
Violation of ethical norms 5
Greenhouse gas emissions 4
Gross corruption 2

Product 123
Coal or coal-based energy 75
Weapons 27
Tobacco 21

Table 2: Sample of stocks used in analysis

Overview of the exclusions, revocations and sample content. Data from the Ethical council, GPFG and Refinitiv.

Status Events

Total exclusions 189
Exclusion revoked 26
Excluded again 1
Not matched with Refinitiv 3
Total sample 186
Conduct-based exclusions 66
Product-based exclusions 119
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Figure 1: The time series evolution of the number of excluded shares

The figure show the number of stock returns in the equally weighted exclusion portfolios, broken down by product-based and conduct-
based. The product-based category is further broken down by coal-based and other product-based exclusions. Data from the Ethical council,
GPFG and Refinitiv.
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month of exclusion. We use two methods to calculate portfolio returns: equally weighted and
market weighted, using the market capitalization as weights.

3.1 Testing for performance

To measure portfolio performance we rely on the Fama-French international five factor model
(Fama and French, 2017),8.

(rp,t−rf,t) = α+β(rm,t−rf,t)+bSMBSMBt+bHMLHMLt+bRMWRMWt+bCMACMAt+εp,t ,

where the factors are international versions of the corresponding US factors (Fama and French,
2015). To show robustness, we will also report a number of alternative formulations, includ-
ing a one factor (CAPM), three and four factor specifications using the Ken French Global
factors.9 For some of the analysis we alternatively employ Ken French’s US factors.

4 Portfolio results

The exclusion portfolios represent the expected returns of stocks with low ESG ratings. We
ask to what degree these returns can be explained by today’s most common asset pricing
model, the Fama French five factor specification.

4.1 Equally weighted portfolios

We first investigate the returns to the equally weighted portfolio. A simple, intuitive way to
compare returns of two portfolios is to plot their cumulative returns, calculated as CRp,T =∏T

t=1
(
1 + rpt

)
, where rpt is the return for the portfolio p at time t.

In Panel A of Figure 2 we compare the evolution of the equally weighted exclusion port-
folio with a global market portfolio. The exclusion portfolio clearly outperforms the market
portfolio over the period. One observation is worth making from this picture. At the two
large crises in this period, the ’08 global financial crisis and the ’20 Covid crisis, the fall in the

8See Dahlquist et al. (2015) and Dahlquist and Ødegaard (2018) for a discussion of relevant performance
measurement for a fund like GPFG.

9The factors are downloaded from Ken French’s homepage. We are grateful for him for making the data
available to the research community.
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Figure 2: Cumulative returns of the exclusion portfolios and a global market portfolio

The figures shows the cumulative returns from two investments: The equally weighted exclusion portfolio (black line), and the world market
portfolio provided by Ken French (broken line). Cumulative returns are calculated as CRp,T =

∏T
t=1 (1 + rp,t ) , where rp,t ihe monthly

portfolio return.

Panel A: Equally weighted portfolio

Panel B: Value weighted portfolio
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exclusion portfolio seem to be more prominent. This observation can be linked to some ob-
servations from the research literature. Lins et al. (2017) shows that high-quality ESG firms
performed better during the ’08 Financial Crisis, and Albuquerque et al. (2020) makes the
similar observation at the onset of the Covid-19 crisis in March ’20. As the exclusion portfolio
contains low-quality ESG firms, from these results, we would expect them to perform worse,
which is what we observe.

The comparison of cumulative returns of the equally weighted exclusion portfolio with
the world market portfolio should, however, not be used to argue about expected return dif-
ferences, it is merely an illustration.

To formally make a return comparison, one needs to account for risk differences through
a performance estimation in the setting of an asset pricing model. Column (1) in Panel A of
Table 3 reports estimates of the global five-factor Fama-French model. For our purposes, the
key result is the alpha estimate, which is a positive, statistically significant alpha, in annualized
terms 5.1%. Thus, the premium for “bad ESG” firms is more than 5%. The finding of a positive
alpha is confirmed using the alternative asset pricing specifications in models (2)–(4) in the
table, where the alphas vary between 4.2% and 5.6% in annual terms.

The table also reports estimates of the factor loadings. We note that the estimate of the
“market beta” is below 1, the exclusion portfolio has lower systematic risk than the market.
One obvious cause for this is a large number of coal companies in the exclusion portfolio.
These companies are in the “Utilities” industry, with corresponding low betas.

4.2 Value-weighted portfolios

The equally-weighted portfolio above measures the expected return difference without regard
to company size. Another approach is to think in terms of economic importance, a firm’s con-
tributions to the economy. To measure this, we consider a value weighted exclusion portfolio,
where the return of each excluded stock is weighted by the market capitalization of that equity.
This portfolio is closer to measuring the economic importance of the exclusions.

Panel B of Figure 2 compares the evolution of the value weighted exclusion portfolio to a
global market index. Comparing the value weighted with the equally weighted exclusion port-
folio, the cumulative return on the value weighted exclusion portfolio is substantially higher.
A similarity with the equally weighted portfolio is apparent during the market reverses in 2008
and 2020. The excluded stocks do worse than the general market, the flip side to the higher
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Table 3: Asset pricing estimates of alpha for exclusion portfolio

Column (1) reports estimates of the regression (rp,t−rf,t ) = α+β(rm,t−rf,t )+bSMBSMBt+bHMLHMLt+bRMWRMWt+bCMACMAt+εp,t ,
where rpt is the return of the exclusion portfolio, rft the risk free rate, SMB, HML, RMW , CMA and WML the Ken French factors.
Column (2) estimates the one factor CAPM (rp,t − rf,t ) = α + β(rm,t − rf,t ) + εp,t , (3) estimates of the regression three-factor regression
(rp,t − rf,t ) = α + β(rm,t − rf,t ) + bSMBSMBt + bHMLHMLt + εp,t , and (4) the four-factor regression (rp,t − rf,t ) = α + β(rm,t − rf,t ) +
bSMBSMBt + bHMLHMLt + bMOMMOMt + εp,t . The equally weighted portfolio constructed from shares excluded from the GPFG.
Data for 2005–2022. The international asset pricing factors are from Ken French’s data page. Standard errors are Newey-West adjusted.
Significance levels are indicated as: * p < 10%, ** p < 5%, *** p < 1%.

Panel A: Equally weighted exclusion portfolio

(1) (2) (3) (4)

alpha 0.0043∗∗ 0.0036∗∗ 0.0042∗∗∗ 0.0047∗∗∗
(0.0017) (0.0017) (0.0015) (0.0017)

Rm-Rf 0.8990∗∗∗ 0.9664∗∗∗ 0.9407∗∗∗ 0.9154∗∗∗
(0.0388) (0.0492) (0.0462) (0.0459)

SMB 0.1507 0.1656 0.1651
(0.1045) (0.1153) (0.1130)

HML 0.4689∗∗∗ 0.2791∗∗∗ 0.2075∗∗
(0.1272) (0.0668) (0.0848)

RMW 0.1509
(0.1378)

CMA −0.3331
(0.2453)

WML −0.1144
(0.0830)

Observations 199 199 199 199
Adjusted R2 0.8078 0.7863 0.8042 0.8077

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Panel B: Value weighted exclusion portfolio

(1) (2) (3) (4)

alpha 0.0056∗∗∗ 0.0072∗∗∗ 0.0071∗∗∗ 0.0070∗∗∗

(0.0015) (0.0016) (0.0017) (0.0016)
Rm-Rf 0.8427∗∗∗ 0.7767∗∗∗ 0.7862∗∗∗ 0.7947∗∗∗

(0.0351) (0.0326) (0.0334) (0.0337)
SMB −0.3307∗∗∗ −0.4275∗∗∗ −0.4273∗∗∗

(0.1077) (0.1126) (0.1102)
HML 0.1711∗ 0.2493∗∗∗ 0.2736∗∗∗

(0.0943) (0.0740) (0.0952)
RMW 0.2978∗∗

(0.1353)
CMA 0.3437∗∗

(0.1373)
WML 0.0387

(0.0620)

Observations 199 199 199 199
Adjusted R2 0.7805 0.7325 0.7703 0.7699

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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resilience of high quality ESG stocks during these periods.
Again, to make a formal performance statement for the value weighted portfolio we per-

form performance regressions, reported in Panel B of Table 3. As one would suspect from the
cumulative return figure, the alpha estimates are higher for the value weighted portfolio than
the equally weighted one. In annual terms, the alpha in the five factor model is 6.9%, or almost
7%.

4.3 Return differences by exclusion reason?

The fund excludes companies for different reasons, with the main distinction being conduct
and product based exclusions. To investigate differences in reasons for exclusion, we repeat
the previous regressions separately for conduct and product based exclusion portfolios.

In Table 4 we report regression results for the two subsamples, using both equally and
value weighted portfolios. In either case, we find that the alphas of the conduct based portfo-
lios are double those of the alphas for the product based portfolios.10

4.4 The US portfolio

We finally look at a subsample using only stocks listed in the US. This because the US market is
the most commonly studied single market, and we want to facilitate direct comparisons with
studies on the US market. We therefore calculate exclusion portfolios (both equally weighted
and value weighted) using only the 49 stocks with an US listing.

Figure 3 gives some descriptives for the US exclusion portfolios. Panel A shows the time
series evolution of the number of shares in the portfolio. In the period 2006-2013 the portfolio
contained between 10 and 20 stocks, a number that jumped to almost 40 in 2016, with a large
number of coal-related exclusions. Panel B plots the cumulative returns for the US exclusions
portfolio and compares them to a US index, the S&P 500 index (not the world index shown
earlier). We are, however, observing the same pattern. The exclusion portfolios generally have
superior returns to the market index but with marked larger falls during the ’08 and ’20 crises.

Table 5 shows the results of estimating a Fama French five factor model (Fama and French,
2015) for the US exclusion portfolios. We again find highly significant alpha estimates, which

10In the appendix we show cumulative return plots, where we show that it is particularly the last few years
that seem to be driving the higher alpha estimates for the conduct based portfolio.
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Table 4: Asset pricing estimates of alpha for exclusion portfolios by reason for exclu-
sion

Estimates of the regression (rp,t − rf,t ) = α + β(rm,t − rf,t ) + bSMBSMBt + bHMLHMLt + bRMWRMWt + bCMACMAt + εp,t , where rp,t
is the return on the exclusion portfolio. We consider two different samples of exclusion portfolios: The stocks excluded based on conduct,
or based on product. For each of these samples we calculate equal or value weighted portfolios, for which we estimate the regression. The
international factors are from Ken Frenchs’ homepage. Standard errors are Newey-West adjusted. Significance levels are indicated as: * p <
10%, ** p < 5%, *** p < 1%.

ew conduct ew product vw conduct vw product

(1) (2) (3) (4)

alpha 0.0068∗ 0.0030 0.0089∗∗∗ 0.0040∗∗∗
(0.0038) (0.0031) (0.0015) (0.0015)

Rm-Rf 0.9927∗∗∗ 0.8625∗∗∗ 0.7872∗∗∗ 0.8985∗∗∗
(0.1191) (0.0757) (0.0363) (0.0353)

SMB 0.0877 0.1429 −0.2711∗∗ −0.2997∗∗
(0.2849) (0.2539) (0.1250) (0.1232)

HML 0.9090∗∗∗ 0.3099∗ 0.2905∗∗ 0.1958∗
(0.2200) (0.1640) (0.1178) (0.1064)

RMW 0.1089 0.2053 0.4066∗∗ 0.2966
(0.3398) (0.2820) (0.1711) (0.2109)

CMA −1.2974∗∗∗ −0.0076 0.2971∗ 0.2648∗
(0.4191) (0.2423) (0.1689) (0.1603)

Observations 199 196 199 196
Adjusted R2 0.5712 0.7585 0.3699 0.7227

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Figure 3: The US exclusion portfolios

The figures summarize the US part of the exclusion portfolio. Panel A: The number of stocks in the US exclusion portfolio. Panel B:
Comparison of cumulative returns, are calculated as CRT =

∏T
t=1 (1 + rpt ) , where rpt is the monthly portfolio return.

Panel A: Number of exclusions

Panel B: Cumulative returns
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Table 5: Alpha estimation, US portfolio

Estimates of the regression (rp,t − rf,t ) = α + β(rm,t − rf,t ) + bSMBSMBt + bHMLHMLt + bRMWRMWt + bCMACMAt + εp,t , where
rp,t is the return on the exclusion portfolio, and the others are the US factors provided by Ken French. We only consider stocks with a US
primary listing, for which we calculate equal or value weighted portfolios. Standard errors are Newey-West adjusted. Significance levels are
indicated as: * p < 10%, ** p < 5%, *** p < 1%.

Equally weighted Value Weighted

(1) (2)

alpha 0.0046∗∗ 0.0058∗∗∗
(0.0019) (0.0019)

Rm-Rf 0.9108∗∗∗ 0.7607∗∗∗
(0.0625) (0.0421)

SMB −0.0327 −0.2819∗∗∗
(0.1023) (0.0757)

HML 0.2018∗∗ 0.1528∗∗
(0.0785) (0.0764)

RMW −0.0580 0.2104∗
(0.1382) (0.1151)

CMA 0.1054 0.1854∗
(0.1484) (0.1106)

Observations 200 200
Adjusted R2 0.7095 0.6378

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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are actually even higher than for the whole portfolios, with annualized alpha estimates of 5.7%
for the equally weighted and 7.2% for the value weighted exclusion portfolio.

4.5 Some perspectives on the findings

If we now take stock of the findings. We have shown clear evidence that the slightly less
than 200 stocks excluded from the GPFG have superior returns (alpha). Comparing differ-
ent reasons for exclusion, the stocks excluded for reasons of conduct have higher alphas than
product-based exclusions. Also, the alpha estimates are higher for US stocks.

Let us now discuss this relative to our earlier theoretical discussion. We considered two
potential reasons for the exclusion portfolio(s) to have higher returns: Short-term price pres-
sure leading to temporary underpricing or a change in expected returns for low-quality ESG
firms.

If we start by considering the first possibility, that exclusion events lead to downward pres-
sure on stock prices, and returns going forward will correct this temporary mispricing. An
argument against this being the complete story is the sheer magnitude of the estimated al-
phas. We are doing estimates over a 17-year period and find estimates of 5% (or more) extra
annual return over the period. This can not be driven purely by correcting temporary mis-
pricing. This argument can also be made with reference to the earlier mentioned event stud-
ies of Atta-Darkua (2020) and Eriksen et al. (2020). Both of these look at the announcement
returns and find that stocks of excluded firms fall by about 1.4% (Atta-Darkua) or 0.3–0.5%
(Eriksen et al.). It can be argued that these estimates are under-estimating the total effect of
the GPFG’s exclusion, as they only look at the public announcement of the exclusion, which
happens after the GPFG has realized their holdings. A price pressure due to the Fund’s sell-
off will have occurred before the announcement, and the total price-pressure would be the
sum of this pre-announcement effect and the post-announcement effect reported in these two
studies. If we assume that the pre-announcement effect is of a similar magnitude as the post-
announcement effect, the largest estimate of the total price pressure effect would be double
the 1.4% Atta-Darkua estimate or 2.8%. The price-pressure effect is a one-time effect.

Thus, there is no way the price-pressure effect can be the only explanation for our alpha
estimate of 5% per year, and we are left with concluding that much of the alpha must be due
to changes in long term expected returns.

At this stage, it behooves us to come back to something we promised earlier, discussing
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how our results tally with earlier research on the GPFG. We have already discussed the event
study results, but we also need to consider the study that is closest to our, Hoepner and
Schopohl (2018), which does a similar construction to ours. They also construct value weighted
and equally weighted portfolios representing the exclusions by the GPFG, and estimate alpha.
They find an estimate of the alpha lower than ours and not significant. There are, however,
some differences. Their sample period is shorter, the sample period stopping in 2015. We have
looked at this and done our estimations for the same subperiod.11 Even for the same subperiod
we are still estimating a significantly positive alpha. There are, however, some differences in
research design that may cause the differences. In particular, they update portfolio compo-
sitions on an annual basis, unlike our use of the exact date when exclusions are announced.
Their sample period thus includes the time of the negative return estimated in the event stud-
ies of Atta-Darkua (2020), and Eriksen et al. (2020), which may bias their estimates down-
ward. We are also using the Fama-French five factor model in our asset pricing investigations,
which is preferred to their use of the one-factor CAPM or four-factor models. In conclusion,
we believe our results are conceptually more correct. Also, we examine various exclusions’
portfolios, including the aggregate portfolio, the portfolios grouped by exclusion reasons, the
US-based portfolios, using longer times series. Thus, we have a fuller picture of how the ex-
clusions’ portfolios perform based on longer time series and a larger sample of exclusions.

4.6 Robustness

Let us finally mention some of the analyses we have performed to investigate the robustness
of our results.

First, we have looked at the robustness of the timing of when stocks enter the exclusion
portfolio. Currently, we let stock enter the exclusion portfolios the month after the exclusion.
We have also done the estimations including the month of the exclusion, without seeing any
major changes in the alpha estimates.

We have also looked at the results when splitting the estimation period into two subperi-
ods, 2005–2015 and 2016-2022 (See the appendix). We find that in the later period, the alpha
estimates are still positive but lower and not always significant. We, however, note that this
period only contains six years, which means the sample period is relatively short.

Finally, in the value weighted portfolio there is one company, Walmart, that has a very large
11See Appendix Table ??.
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weight in the portfolio in the early part of the period. We have therefore redone the analysis
removing Walmart from the value weighted portfolio. This does not change our inferences.

5 Conclusion

We argued that current theoretical models of how ESG considerations affect equilibrium
stock returns would lead to differences in expected returns linked to ESG ranking. We used
the exclusions by the Norwegian Government Pension Fund Global, the world’s largest SWF,
to identify a set of firms with a low ESG ranking.

Applying a battery of performance tests to portfolios of these firms, we establish that these
portfolios have a considerable excess return (alpha) relative to the predictions of standard asset
pricing models, such as the global Fama-French five-factor model. The portfolios of these
stocks have statistically significant positive excess returns (alpha) as high as 5% in annual terms.
When we compare different reasons for exclusion, the stocks excluded for reasons of conduct
have higher returns than product-based exclusions. Also, the alphas are even higher for the
portfolio of only US-listed stocks.

We discussed two possible theoretical approaches. First, a short-term price pressure hy-
pothesis, that exclusions lead to selling pressure and a short-term underpricing, which will be
corrected going forward, and lead to higher returns in the short-term, or second, a shift in
expected returns, low quality ESG firms have higher returns. We argued that the sheer mag-
nitude of the return difference (5%) rules out short-term price pressure as a complete explana-
tion and refers to the estimates of the one-time shock to stock prices at the time of exclusion
announcement (1.5% or lower).

We are left to conclude that our results indicate that low quality ESG firms have a return
premium. The question is how to incorporate this into models of asset pricing. If these ESG
differences can be viewed as a source of systematic risk, an obvious approach would be to
construct a “ESG factor” that could be added to the five factors of the Fama-French model.
The stocks in the GPFG exclusion portfolio would presumably all load negatively on this
factor, and we may find that our estimated positive alpha disappears. At the moment, we will
not go in this direction, we just point to it as a promising venue for future research.

We will instead conclude by pointing out that the most important contribution of our
research is to show the sheer magnitude of the return difference linked to ESG. Annual return
differences as high as 5% (or 5.7% in the case of the US portfolio) will clearly be a challenge to
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fit into a theoretical asset pricing framework.
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